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Practicing for Level 2 at a Test Prep Workshop

LEAPING THE LEVEL 2 HURDLE

T

Cheek End Building Configurations

he level 2 (intermediate) DSWA-GB certification test has
proven to be quite difficult for many wallers who have passed
level 1 (initial) certification. Level 2 aims to challenge your ability
to make good choices, plan ahead, and build with correct line and
batter. In addition, passing requires building to a higher structural
standard and a finer level of fit and finish than is required at level 1.
In essence the 7-hour test is to rebuild a wall end (cheek end)
including about 27 square feet of wall. For those not yet familiar
with the test requirements, information is available at thestonetrust.
org. This article aims to build on the information already online,
and should not be viewed as a complete guide, but rather as yet
another reference to use as you prepare.
Whether you have been walling for one year or thirty years, you
will need to prepare for this test by reading everything you can and
practicing a lot if you expect to pass!

There are three common configurations for building cheek ends.
Depending on the stone you have you may build entirely in one, or
combine configurations as you build.

MAKING GOOD CHOICES

Some builders are stuck with the perception that a good cheek
end must be a two-runners-and-tie configuration (above). Given
stones that do not lend to that configuration, a builder may make
many compromises in structure and fit and finish in an attempt to
achieve that, causing them to fail.

I receive innumerable questions about what is the best way to
stack, or what is allowable in a level 2 test. Because the stones and
conditions are different on every test, there is no specific recipe
that will apply in all cases, so your judgment is important.

Your goal is to have the cheek end tied structurally
across the wall and into the length of the wall.
Every stone you set should be set with this in mind.

Other wallers build the entire wall end with an L configuration
(next page, top), ignoring the stones that lend themselves to use as
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Another way to describe this might be as “good material
management.” Stones should be prioritized in the following
order:

Order of Stones

{1} Cheek End Stones | Tie Stones
{2} Cheek End Stones | Runners
{3} Cheek End Stones | Others
{4} Through Stones
{5} End Cope Stone
{6} Cope Stones
{7} Foundation Stones

tie stones, leading to a fail because the waller did not make good
choices to tie the wall end together as well as it should have been
with the stones they had.

{8} Wall Stones
{9} Shims & Pins

Similarly, some people struggle because much of their best cheek
end stone was used as wall stone in the wall, well away from the
cheek end.

{10} Hearting

Planning Ahead
Planning ahead ties directly into making good choices.
As you are stripping out the old wall, you should immediately be
identifying cheek end stones. Of those you should be identifying
which stones are suitably long to be tie stones at various heights in
the wall. Tie stones not only need to be just the right length, but
also to have fairly square ends.
Runner stones generally are cheek end stones that due to size or
shape are not the best tie stones. They may be too long, too short,
lack two square ends, etc. When building in the runners and tie
configuration, runner stones go in pairs, which need to be the
same thickness, and when put next to each other cannot be wider
than the width of the wall at that height. With some practice you
can quickly plan out the best use of your cheek end stone before
you start building (and don’t forget to determine your end cope!).

Prioritizing Material
Every stone you set should be used to maximize the usefulness
of the stone. Prioritize the stones that are hardest to find. The
variability in material makes it very hard to judge a score from a
photo or two. In order to know how well the choices were made,
the judge has to be able to see the material and progress.

With a focus on structure, it is important that the points of
contact between a cheek end stone and the ones above and below
it be as close to the outer corners of the cheek end as possible.
A smooth wall face and cheek end is also expected at level 2, so
pay attention to the natural batter of each stone. Thus it becomes
important to look at not just the major dimension of a cheek stone
but also to pay attention to its irregularities and bulges.

If a stone can be used for something that requires a more specific
size or shape, it should be saved for that purpose unless it is
abundantly clear that it will not be needed (usually that won’t be
determined until part way through the build).
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Poor planning ahead will result in needing more shims, more
shaping, more searching for stone you don’t have, poorer fitand-finish, and poorer structure. All of those will reduce your

Nearing the finish of a solidly built cheek end during a Level 2 Test

score, and may prevent you from passing. At the same time, you
can easily overplan and not have the time to build, so practice is
needed!

Planning and Stone Shapes
Pay attention to the shapes of stones before you set them on
the wall, and fix any problems before you pick them up. This is
particularly true of bumps, lumps, and tapers, on the top and
bottom of your cheek end stones.

When building it can be a bit impractical to try to plan out the
full height of a cheek end, but it is quite possible to plan three or
four courses. A quick glance at the remaining stones will give you
an assessment of whether your building strategy will work with the
stones you have.

With proper planning, you should know what is going on top of
the cheek stone you are setting, so before you heave the stone up
there fix any obvious problems. This can be a challenge to the
inexperienced eye, so practice and train yourself. You always want
contact near the outer corners of the cheek end, so rocks that
taper even slightly outward will be hard to build on and will cause
problems on the next course unless you have a very special piece to
fit on top.

A great example of this is deciding if you have suitable stone to
place long stones behind the tie stones. Arguably this increases
strength. However, you will have a major problem if you use stones
best used as runners and ties for the upper portion of the cheek
end (second lift).

Keep the Cheek End Ahead of the Build
On a more detailed level of planning ahead, you should always
know what cheek end stone will be going on next before placing
the stones it will sit on. If you don’t know how long your next
runner stone is, how will you prevent a running joint at its end?
You would be relying on luck or on your ability to break a runner
shorter, which (a) takes time, (b) may ruin it, (c) will reduce the
structure of the wall end overall, as longer runners are much better.
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The practical result of building this way is that the cheek end will
usually be one to three courses higher than the rest of the wall you
are building. This is intentional and is the most efficient way to
build

Building with Correct Line and Batter
Line refers to the horizontal straightness of the wall. Batter refers
to the angle of the faces of the wall from vertical. Many level 2
testers struggle immensely with getting the line and batter correct
while working under the time pressure of the test.

Wall Away from the Cheek
Because the cheek is the highest point category of your test you
can now lay each course starting with the stones near the cheek,
working away from it. This allows you the most options by the
cheek, where it is most critical to build well. This way any odd bits
of walling to make up weird spaces will be where you meet the
existing wall, where anything less than perfect will count against
you a little less.

The important goals to achieve:

The end face of the wall must be vertical.
Both sides of the wall must have the same
amount of batter.
All wall stones must be “laid to the line”:
there should not be dips and hollows in the
face of the wall.

There are many configurations of batter frames and string lines
that can be used to achieve this. While many an examiner or
instructor will swear that their way is the best or easiest, there are
advantages and disadvantages to the following different setups.

A Level 2 test in progress
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Building into the Existing Wall
Chances are the wall you are building into won’t have a perfect
batter or be perfectly straight. Your job is to build your test section
correctly and then meld your last few stones into the existing wall
as needed so that the line and batter over the majority of your
build is straight and true and the only deviation is where it joins
the existing wall. Don’t rebuild errors like a wall leaning to one
side!

ADDITIONAL TIPS & SUGGESTIONS

Shaping Stone
Whatever setup you choose, you have to achieve the previously
mentioned goals. So be sure your frame is set up accurately and
securely, and then build to it!

The ability to quickly and accurately shape stone will greatly
improve your chances of passing level 2. While good choices and
planning reduce the shaping needed, having the skill to take an
inch or two off the end or side of a cheek end stone and remove
high spots from the tops will greatly improve your chances.

Common errors with frames (and examples, next column, top):

While some people have passed with a very limited tool kit,
I generally recommend having at least several hammers and a
point. The tools in our Trow & Holden Basic Carbide Pack are a
great place to start for level 2 candidates with the type of stones
provided at The Stone Trust.

Not checking that the batter is equal on both sides
of the frame once it is up ... (a)
Not setting the frame in line with the wall ... (b)

Stripping Out

Setting the frame askew to the wall and then
building to it ... (c)

All too often in stripping out, stones are carried too far from the
wall. There is no reason that wall stone should ever be placed more
than two or three steps from the wall. Spread your wall stone to
either side and sort to the extent that is right for you. For many
people sorting by thickness and placing the stones on edge so
the best faces are facing toward the wall makes for the easiest
rebuilding.

Forgetting to recheck the frame periodically to
make sure it is still true
Simply not building to the frame or string lines at all
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Never assume that the wall as built would pass or that it is a kit
you can simply put back. It never goes back quite right, and your
job is to improve what was there, not to build back errors. There
is no value to laying out the cheek in the pattern it was built before.
Instead sort the stones out by best use (e.g., what makes a good
tie stone?). Remember that stones not in the cheek before may
actually be good cheek stones and visa versa.
Stacking up cheek stones as you strip out only makes more work
for yourself, and can create dangerously unstable piles. Spread
these stones out so you can easily see them all.

Copes
From wobbly end copes, loose cope stones, and ragged top lines,
many people have had copes contribute to, or cause their failing
the test.
Checking for plumb while working on a well built test stint

The end cope should be blocky and heavy, and placed so that it
is not at risk of tipping off the wall. It must not wobble! Choose
structure over exact dimensions. It is likely a better choice if the
end cope is a bit lower or narrower than the other copes as long as
it is steady and strong.

This is where having really good copes, really good placement of
through stones, or something else easy to achieve can make the
difference between passing and failing.

One Stone Is Out of Alignment
If you get into a situation where you have no choice but to use a
stone that will create a bulge or hollow in your cheek end, make
sure it is just that one stone. Don’t build other stones to that error.
This is making the best of a bad situation. It is always much better
to plan ahead and make good choices!

Practice, Practice, Practice
Before testing, a level 2 waller should plan to build about ten good
cheek ends and at least four or five of them should be timed. In
addition, a waller should have built at least fifty feet and ideally
several hundred lineal feet of dry stone wall before attempting
the test. This is a professional-level test and it is geared to those
walling professionally at least part-time.
Workshops are tremendously valuable, but it should not be
expected that workshops alone will get you enough experience to
pass level 2. Whenever possible, work with other certified wallers,
particularly those who are certified at or above your level. Even if
it is just for a day or two you will learn a lot just by observing.

The top line of the wall—made up by the tops of all the copes—
should be even. Use a string line, or level and trim stones as
needed to produce a smooth and even top. Wedge the stones
as needed to locked them in place. Make sure that if pushed
on perpendicular to the wall they can’t rock or tip off. Every
point counts. The scoring of level 2 requires that each line of
the score receive at least a 50 percent mark to pass. However, the
total needed to achieve an overall pass is considerably more than
the total of the minimum passing score of each line. It is quite
common for test candidates to achieve the minimums in each
category but miss the total mark needed to pass.

About Brian Post — Brian currently serves as the Education
and Training Director at The Stone Trust. He is a DSWA-GB
Certified Master Craftsman, Examiner, and Instructor. He is also
a licensed Landscape Architect and owns Standing Stone LLC, a
design/build firm specializing in dry stone projects.
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